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Introduction

Inappropriate footwear has been identified as a contributor of up to 45% of falls [1], and a recent study of people who had suffered a fall-related hip fracture reported that 75% were wearing poor footwear at the time of the injury [2]. Walking barefoot does not appear to provide a safe alternative for older people, as it has been found that walking barefoot or in socks also elevates fall risk [3, 4].

A number of features of shoe design have been implicated as having an impact on balance. These include heel height, heel-collar height, sole hardness, heel and midsole geometry and slip resistance of the outer sole. However, the balance-related effect of only a few of these shoe features has been studied in older people.

In a previous study, we found that shoes with an elevated heel impaired both standing and leaning balance [5] and it has also been shown that high-heel shoes reduce performance in functional tests of gait in community-dwelling older people [6]. Our research has also shown
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that high heel-collar shoes (boots) improved performance on tests of balance in older women [7]. Findings related to the effect of shoe sole hardness on balance are contradictory, possibly due to between-study methodological differences. For example, we found no differences when comparing hard to soft sole shoes on tests of balance in a sample of 42 older women [7], while other studies have reported that thick soft sole shoes, compared to hard thin sole shoes, impaired joint position sense as well as balance during beam walking in both younger and older adults [8, 9].

Little is known about how the remaining shoe features – heel and sole geometry and slip resistance of the outer sole – affect balance and gait in older people. A flared sole may enhance stability by providing a larger base of support [10]. In addition, slip-related research has shown that on dry household surfaces, a bevelled heel provides a greater coefficient of friction than a shoe with a squared-edged heel [11, 12]. Thus a bevelled sole shoe may enhance grip during stepping.

Most previous studies in this area also have significant limitations in that they compared shoes that differ in more than one feature, i.e. low-heel sport shoes vs. high-heel dress shoes [13]. Comparing such contrasting shoes may identify unsafe shoe designs, but makes it difficult to identify specific shoe features that are beneficial or detrimental to balance. To address this issue, we fabricated seven shoes that differed with respect to a ‘standard’ shoe in one feature only, namely, an elevated heel, a high heel-collar, a bevelled heel, a tread sole, a soft sole, a hard sole and a flared sole. We then investigated the effects of these specific variations on standing balance and stepping in community-dwelling older people.

Methods

Subjects

Twenty-nine community-dwelling volunteers aged ≥70 years (mean (SD) age, 79.1 (3.7) years, n = 15 females) were recruited from a research database of subjects maintained by the Prince of Wales Medical Research Institute. Medical history and medications were obtained through an interview. Eight subjects reported heart disease, 10 reported high blood pressure, 3 reported diabetes, and 19 had arthritis. 27 of the subjects were taking more than one medication at the time of testing, with 22 taking medications affecting the cardiovascular system, 2 taking psychoactive medications, and 2 taking medications affecting the musculoskeletal system. 25 subjects were involved in planned exercise activities such as walks, swimming or lawn balls at least once a week. Only 1 subject used a single walking stick when walking outside the home. The Human Studies Ethics Committee at the University of New South Wales gave approval for this study, and informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to their participation.

Shoe Conditions

An Oxford-style laced shoe with a suede leather upper, ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) sole material of average hardness (shore A-40) and thickness (27 mm under the heel and 13 mm under the 1st metatarsophalangeal joint), low heel-collar, square heel and smooth sole manufactured by Gadean Footwear® (Perth, Australia) comprised the ‘standard’ shoe. Seven additional shoe designs were fabricated by an orthopedic boot maker by altering the standard with respect to one feature only, namely: elevated heel, soft sole, hard sole, flared sole, bevelled heel, high heel-collar and tread sole. The shapes and specifications of each of the shoes are shown in figure 1. As each shoe had a soft suede leather upper and a flexible sole they were comfortable on initial wearing. The shoes were designed to fit both men and women in size ranging from European size 37–44 (UK size 4.5–9.5). All subjects wore socks and a 5-mm-thick inner sole enabled half size adjustment if required. The principal investigator (J.C.M.) fitted each subject into their shoes by palpating the subject’s hallux whilst the subject was standing to ensure that there was approximately 1.5 cm between the hallux and shoe end [14]. The principal investigator also laced the shoes and verified with the subject that both the left and right shoe laces were secured with a similar level of tension. Two subjects who habitually wore orthoses wore them in all balance and stepping tests.

Balance Assessments

The subjects attended the Gait Laboratory of the Prince of Wales Medical Research Institute for approximately 2 h on one occasion. Subjects performed a series of balance and stepping tests in the eight shoe conditions which were presented in a randomized order. Between each footwear condition the subjects were seated, allowing them to rest to prevent fatigue and for the principal investigator to assist in fitting the next pair of shoes. The subjects performed the tests without the use of a walking aid.

Body Sway. Sway was measured using a swaymeter that measured displacements of the body at the level of the waist while subjects were instructed to stand still on a linoleum surface for 30 s with their eyes open [5]. The device consisted of a rod attached to the subject at waist level by a firm belt. The rod was 40 cm in length and extended behind the subject. A sheet of millimeter graph paper was fastened to the top of a table that was positioned behind the subject. The height of the table was adjusted so that the rod was in a horizontal plane and the tip of a pen (mounted vertically at the end of the rod) recorded the movements of the subject on the graph paper. Sway was recorded by measuring the number of millimeter squares traversed by the pen in a test period of 30 s.

Maximal Balance Range. Subjects were asked to lean forward from the ankles without moving the feet or bending at the hips, as far as possible, i.e. to the point where they could just retain balance [5]. Subjects were then asked to lean back as far as possible. Maximal anterior-posterior distance moved was recorded on a sheet of graph paper fastened to the top of an adjustable height table using the swaymeter (described above), but with the rod extending in the anterior plane. The subjects could see the pen and had three attempts at the test, with the best trial taken as the test result.
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Coordinated Stability. The coordinated stability task measured subjects’ ability to adjust balance in a steady and coordinated way while placing them near or at the limits of their equilibrium [5]. In this test the swaymeter was attached to the subject at waist level with the rod extending anteriorly. The subject was then asked to adjust balance by bending or rotating the body without moving the feet (i.e., move the centre of mass), so that the pen on the end of the rod followed and remained within a convoluted track which was marked on a piece of paper attached to the top of an adjustable height table. To complete the test without errors, subjects had to remain within the track, which was 1.5 cm wide, and be capable of adjusting the position of the pen 29 cm laterally and 18 cm in the anterior-posterior plane. A total error score was calculated by summing the number of occasions that the pen on the swaymeter failed to stay within the path. Where subjects failed to negotiate an outside corner (because they could not adjust their centre of mass sufficiently), five additional error points were accrued. Subjects completed a practice trial before their first shoe condition. In the subsequent shoe conditions only one trial was performed.

Choice-Stepping Reaction Time. The choice-stepping reaction time test, which has been shown to discriminate between fallers and non-fallers [15], determined the time required for subjects to take a forward or a lateral step in response to a light stimulus [15]. In this test, body weight and balance transfers are similar to the step responses required to avoid many falls, particularly those as a result of late visual detection of hazards and unanticipated changes in the gait path [15]. The test requires subjects to produce momentum in the forward and lateral directions and then to arrest it in a controlled manner after completing a step, making it a useful test for assessing the effects of shoe conditions on balance control. Subjects stood on the choice stepping reaction time apparatus, which comprised a 0.8-m² non-slip black platform which contained four white rectangular panels (32 × 13 cm). Two panels were situated in front of the subject (one in front of each foot), and one panel was situated on each side of the subject (adjacent to each foot). Participants were given practice trials where they were instructed to step onto the two left panels (front and side) with the left foot only and the two right panels (front and side) with the right foot only. The panels were then illuminated in a random order, and subjects were instructed to step onto the panel which was illuminated as quickly as possible. Each subject performed 20 stepping trials in each footwear condition. The analysis of reaction time was performed with a custom-designed program using LabVIEW Software (LabVIEW 5.1, National Instruments, Tex., USA). Choice-stepping reaction time was defined as the time interval between the light stimulus and the completion of the correct step.

High test-retest reliability has been reported from previous studies on older people for the tests of sway (r = 0.81, 95% CI = 0.66–0.90) [16], maximal balance range (r = 0.74, 95% CI = 0.56–0.86) [17] and coordinated stability (r = 0.83, 95% CI = 0.70–0.91) [17]. Test-retest reliability has also been determined for the choice-stepping reaction time test in a sample of 27 older people who comprised the control group in an exercise randomized controlled trial that underwent the test on two occasions, 2 weeks apart. The ICC(3, 1) was 0.84 (95% CI = 0.69–0.93) [18].

Statistical Analysis

A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with simple contrasts was conducted on the four dependent variables: sway path, maximal balance range, coordinated stability errors and total choice-stepping reaction time, in order to determine any significant differences between the modified and standard shoe conditions. Due to positive skewing, the sway path and coordinated stability data were log10 and square root transformed respectively. A footwear performance index was also created to provide a global measure that incorporated complementary balance abilities that may be more sensitive for revealing differences among the footwear conditions. The index was computed by summing transformed (z) scores for the sway, coordinated stability and choice-stepping reaction time tests across the eight shoe conditions. The index scores were then multiplied by −1 so that positive index scores indicated good performance and negative scores poor performance. The mean index scores were adjusted by setting the
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Fig. 1. The test shoes used in the study. a The standard shoe, the soft sole (shore A-25 hardness) and hard sole (shore A-58 hardness) shoes were of identical shape to the standard shoe; the high heel-collar shoe with an 11-cm high suede leather collar (b); the elevated heel shoe with a 4.5-cm high heel (c); the bevelled heel shoe with a 10° heel bevel (d); the flared sole shoe with a 20° flare all around the sole except at the front (e), and the tread sole shoe with an indented tread all over the outer sole (f).
standard shoe condition score to 0, and offsetting the other shoe conditions scores accordingly. An assumption with regard to the computation of this index is that the measures of standing balance, leaning balance and stepping are of equal importance in balance control. A repeated-measures ANOVA with simple contrasts and with gender as a between-subject factor was also conducted on the footwear performance index. Two subjects had missing data on some shoe conditions. To avoid losing the remaining near complete data sets the missing data points were imputed using the Expectation Maximization algorithm [19]. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 14.0 for Windows (SPSS Science Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA).

**Results**

Table 1 displays the mean values and standard deviations obtained in the balance and choice-stepping reaction time tests for the eight shoe conditions. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant within-subjects contrast indicating that the elevated heel shoe condition led to a 16% increase in sway compared to the standard shoe condition ($F_{1,28} = 5.87$, $p = 0.022$). However, no significant differences were found between the standard shoe and the other modified shoes conditions in the tests of maximal balance range, coordinated stability and choice-stepping reaction time.

Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant within-subjects contrast between the elevated heel and the standard shoes for the mean footwear performance index ($F_{1,28} = 6.14$, $p = 0.020$) (fig. 2). Furthermore, pairwise comparisons revealed that the elevated heel shoe’s footwear performance index score was significantly worse than that of any of the other shoe conditions ($p < 0.05$) except for the soft and the tread sole shoe conditions. Although not significantly different from the standard shoe, the high heel-collar and the hard sole shoe conditions resulted in superior footwear performance index scores, mainly attributable to the faster choice-stepping reaction times (table 1). There were no significant differences between gender and no shoe condition × gender interactions in the footwear performance index scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shoe Condition</th>
<th>Sway, mm squares traversed by the pen in 30 s</th>
<th>Maximal balance range, cm</th>
<th>Coordinated stability (error score)</th>
<th>Choice-stepping reaction time, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>63 (30)</td>
<td>14.0 (2.8)</td>
<td>12.4 (10.2)</td>
<td>920 (211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated heel</td>
<td>79 (46)</td>
<td>14.2 (2.4)</td>
<td>15.5 (13.5)</td>
<td>923 (220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft sole</td>
<td>69 (29)</td>
<td>14.0 (2.5)</td>
<td>15.2 (12.2)</td>
<td>898 (172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard sole</td>
<td>65 (30)</td>
<td>14.3 (2.9)</td>
<td>11.5 (10.8)</td>
<td>880 (165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flared sole</td>
<td>66 (39)</td>
<td>14.3 (2.8)</td>
<td>13.5 (10.1)</td>
<td>887 (199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevelled heel</td>
<td>68 (37)</td>
<td>14.4 (3.1)</td>
<td>12.4 (8.7)</td>
<td>901 (205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High heel-collar</td>
<td>63 (25)</td>
<td>14.2 (3.0)</td>
<td>11.4 (10.3)</td>
<td>904 (210)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tread sole</td>
<td>66 (30)</td>
<td>14.5 (2.9)</td>
<td>14.3 (10.9)</td>
<td>891 (218)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Significant difference between elevated heel and standard shoe conditions.
Discussion

The results of this study revealed that, compared to a standard shoe, a shoe with an elevated heel of medium height (4.5 cm) significantly increased postural sway and impaired overall performance in tests of balance. These findings are consistent with previous studies that have reported the detrimental effects of elevated heel shoes on stability and gait in older people [5, 6]. Several mechanisms are postulated to explain the detrimental effect that an elevated heel has on balance. Firstly, heel elevation shifts the total body center of mass anteriorly, modifying posture and plantar pressure distribution [20, 21]. In addition, shoes with higher heel may lead to lateral instability as they present a smaller critical tipping angle compared to lower heel shoes [22]. The current study is the first to show that the significant differences in balance were directly related to the raised heel, as this was the only feature that differed between the standard and elevated heel shoe conditions.

The trends indicating that hard soles improved balance and soft soles impaired balance support previous research which has measured shoe condition effects on beam walking ability [8]. Hard shoe soles may improve the transmission of tactile sensory input to the mechano-receptors of the foot sole, enabling the central nervous system to respond accordingly to control balance. Indeed, it has been found that stimulating cutaneous afferent mechanoreceptors through vibrating insoles can reduce sway in older people [23], whereas inhibiting tactile feedback from the plantar aspect of the foot impairs recovery stepping in response to a sudden perturbation [24].

Performances in the high heel-collar shoes were also relatively good, and this is in accord with previous research that compared high-collared shoes to other types of shoes in tests of leaning balance in older women [7]. In experimental studies, it has been found that a circumferential ankle pressure device enhances joint position sense and improves stability during single limb stance in individuals with poor proprioception [25], and that the application of a tactile stimulus to the leg of both younger and older people can reduce body sway [26]. Hence, a high heel-collar may act in a similar manner to these experimental stimuli and facilitate tactile sensory input around the ankle. In addition, the mechanical support provided by a high heel-collar [27] might also contribute to better balance regulation via an ankle postural strategy [28].

It is acknowledged that the study has certain limitations. Firstly, given the small study sample, the statistical power necessary to detect significant differences between the shoe conditions may have been insufficient. Secondly, it has been reported that experience with wearing elevated heel shoes may affect performance of women in the body sway test [5]. Unfortunately the number of female participants who were or had been habitual high-heel shoe wearers in the present study was not recorded. The absence of significant gender differences in any of the balance and stepping tests and the finding that elevated heel shoes significantly impaired balance suggests that any habituation to high-heeled shoes was not evident. A third possible limitation is that subjects were wearing the test footwear for the first time and may have found some shoes novel. However, all subjects reported that they found the shoes comfortable and recent evidence suggests that 5 weeks' habituation to new senior shoes (heel of 1 or 2 cm) does not significantly affect standing balance or gait in older women [29]. Finally, while tests of standing balance may provide only a limited insight into stability during a dynamic task, previous research has shown that they are valid measures of stability that have been shown to predict falls [30] and that shoe effects in a standing test are also evident in assessments of gait [6].

The features of the modified shoes were chosen to represent near maximal variations found in regularly-worn, commercially available shoes. None of the shoes were of an extreme style that could be considered unsturdy or unsafe, and as a result some of the modified shoes may have been too similar to the standard shoe to reveal significant differences in the balance and stepping tests. This appeared to be particularly the case for the bevelled, flared and tread sole shoes, i.e. shoes with features that have been postulated as being beneficial for balance. The findings, however, did confirm that an elevated heel of 4.5 cm significantly impairs balance, and a hard shoe sole and a high heel-collar may enhance balance in older people. Further research is required to identify the effects of these shoe features on postural control when walking on varying surfaces and dynamic motor tasks such as rapid stopping.
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